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Friday, 2 August 2019:    ASX ANNOUNCEMENT (ASX: LCK) 

 
Pre-Commercial Demonstration Plant and Operations 
Compliance Confirmed and Pathway for Commercial 

Stages of the Project Outlined  
 

• PCD was operated in accordance with LCK’s environmental obligations 
• Substantive discussions to identify approval pathway for commercial project stages have 

begun 

Leigh Creek Energy Limited (ASX: LCK) (“LCK” or “the Company”) is proud to announce that it has 
substantively concluded its consultation with South Australian Regulatory Authorities (Energy Resources 
Division, Department Energy and Mining (DEM) Mining (the “DEM” or “Regulator”) regarding the operations 
and shutdown process for LCK’s Pre-Commercial Demonstration stage (“PCD”) of its namesake Leigh Creek 
Energy Project (“LCEP”).  The Company has also begun detailed communications with the Regulator regarding 
the approval process pathway concluding with commercial project approval. 

On 25 June 2019, LCK announced that it had successfully completed the processes to finalise the PCD. 

Since then, LCK has formalised its documentation with the Regulator and at a meeting on 16 July 2019 it was 
confirmed: 

1. The PCD operated in accordance with the approved Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) and 
Statement of Environmental Objectives (“SEO”); 

2. No environmental or safety incidents occurred during PCD operations;  
3. DEM have confirmed that they have reviewed the three third party reports covering the PCD 

operation and agreed that the PCD was safely operated and operated fulfilling the PCD EIR and SEO 
environmental compliance requirements; 

4. The final PCD shut down success will be confirmed following ongoing monitoring as required;  
5. LCK will provide a full Closure Report when all monitoring commitments have been fulfilled.  There 

is expected to be minimal changes to the environmental data  
a. Air quality and groundwater quality reports have been submitted and are in line with the 

SEO and Monitoring Plans 
6. The Regulator and LCK have agreed on a process for commercial approval. 

Commercial Approval Process 

Below are the main material provisions of the future approval process: 
• LCK will submit an EIR as the first-stage of the commercial project; 
• Additional environmental, social and economic baseline data will be acquired to support the next 

stage and broaden the scope beyond the footprint of the PCD to include the full resource area in 
LCK’s Petroleum Exploration License 650; 
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• Seismic data and delineation drilling will be conducted to support the commercial project.  This 
process will be separated into development stages which will form part of the field development 
program for the commercial-stage operations; 

• Standard with other resource development processes, field development plans will be governed by 
Activity Notifications (“AN”).  The number of ANs will be determined by the number of gasifiers 
depending on the desired production and output size.  

 

Public Information on LCEP Monitoring Program 

The Regulator’s project website for the LCEP contains information regarding LCK’s Monitoring Program and 
Data, summarised below. 

Monitoring Data for the Leigh Creek Energy ISG Demonstration Plant Gasification Process 

Monitoring data is presented in three monitoring zones: 

1. Greater than 100 metre radius; 
2. ~15-100 metre radius; and 
3. ~0-15 metre radius. 

Monitoring has confirmed that the PCD was operated within the approved SEO. 

Fact Sheet Relating to PCD Monitoring Program 

LCK is required to undertake considerable monitoring both on-site and in surrounding areas to ensure that 
its 2-3 month Insitu Coal Gasification (ISG), also known as Underground Coal Gasification (UCG), 
demonstration plant was compliant and operated safely within the approvals in relation to people and the 
environment. 

LCK is required to provide monitoring data to DEM, who will make relevant data publicly available, once 
verified, on the Regulator’s website. 

The environmental data to be monitored includes:  

i. Air quality; 
ii. Groundwater and soil vapours; and 

iii. Subsidence. 

Important Resources: 

The Leigh Creek Energy Project Fact Sheet: 

https://sarigbasis.pir.sa.gov.au/WebtopEw/ws/samref/sarig1/image/DDD/BROCH039.pdf 

LCK’s Groundwater and Soil Vapour Monitoring Plan: 

http://energymining.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/326991/Leigh_Creek_Energy_PEL650_Gro
undwater_and_Soil_Vapour_Monitoring_Plan_Final_v2.02_-_14_August_2018.PDF 

LCK’s Air Monitoring Plan: 

http://energymining.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/326989/Air_Quality_Monitoring_Plan_Rev
02.PDF 
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Managing Director’s Comments 

LCK Managing Director Phil Staveley commented:  

“We are pleased that following the shutdown of the PCD we have been able to work with the DEM 
to confirm that the PCD was operated within the approved Statement of Environmental Objectives, 
that there were zero environmental and safety incidents and that independent reports provided to 
the DEM showed that the PCD was operated safely and in accordance with all regulatory 
requirements. Additionally, a pathway to obtain commercial approval has been established. The 
DEM emphasised that LCK will have to provide a clear narrative of the data and information gained 
from the PCD. All of these items are normal and standard. Leigh Creek Energy continues to comply 
with these regulations.”  

 

For further information contact: 
Ben Jones | Media and Communications 
T:  +61 419 292 672 | E: ben.jones@lcke.com.au 
 
Tony Lawry | Corporate and Investor Relations 
T: +61 (0) 412 467 160 | E: tony.lawry@lcke.com.au 
 
 
About Leigh Creek Energy 
Leigh Creek Energy Limited (LCK) is an emerging energy company focused on developing its Leigh Creek Energy 
Project (LCEP), located in South Australia. The LCEP will produce high value ammonium nitrate products 
(fertiliser and industrial explosives) from the remnant coal resources at Leigh Creek, utilising In Situ 
Gasification (ISG) technologies, and will provide long term stability and economic development opportunities 
to the communities of the Upper Spencer Gulf, northern Flinders Ranges and South Australia.  

The Company is committed to developing the LCEP using a best practice approach to mitigate the technical, 
environmental and financial project risks.  

Resource Compliance Statement 
 
The PRMS resources estimates stated herein are based on, and fairly represent, information and supporting 
documentation prepared by Timothy Hower of MHA Petroleum Consulting, Denver USA. Mr Hower is a 
member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers and has consented to the use of the Resource estimates and 
supporting information contained herein in the form and context in which it appears.  
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